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Rocky Mountains Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit (RM-CESU)

Project Title: Archive Backlog Cataloging Project

Project Code J8819056600 or UCOB-17

Type of Project: Technical Assistance

Funding Agency: National Park Service, Yosemite National Park

Partner University: University of Colorado, Boulder

NPS Agreements Technical Representative:
Paul Rogers, Archivist
Yosemite National Park
PO Box 577
Yosemite National Park, CA 95389
209-379-1282
Paul_Rogers@nps.gov

Principal Investigator:
Bruce P. Montgomery, Norlin Library
184 UCB
University of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309-0184
303-492-7242
Bruce.Montgomery@Colorado.edu

Start Date of Project: May 1, 2006

End Date of Project: August 1, 2010

Funding Amount: $11,300

Number of Students Involved, and Type of Student: Two Undergraduate Students

Project Summary, including description of project deliverables and major results. If the information is restricted (e.g. location of endangered species or cultural resources), indicate the title and location of the final report.

There were multiple components of this project, none of which produced a final report. The primary work involved preservation of the park’s “Historic Motion Picture Film Collection,” which involved hand-winding 500 reels of 16mm and 35mm film onto archival cores, then labeling and placement into archival canisters. The remainder of work focused on processing, re-housing and cataloging twenty boxes of the “Resource Management Collection” and reformatting several boxes of the “Craig Bates Collection.”